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Your office and it’s decor have a lot to do with how 
your company is going to be perceived. Blinds can play an 
important role in enhancing the decor, while conditioning a 
work environment. 

They are key to promoting workplace productivity, 
with added benefits such as helping to regulate temperature 
by reflecting unwanted heat back through the window, helping 
set light levels so spaces get as much or as little sun as 
needed, and helping provide extra security and privacy.

Different spaces in your office have different functionalities, 
needing different decor. Hence, we at Vista, offer a range of 
blinds for you to choose from, to dress up your windows at 
office. 

We have mastered the art of dressing your office windows with 
high quality exquisite window treatments, keeping in mind 
your need for energy efficiency, light control, protected 
privacy, easy operation, easy maintenance, and smart yet 
professional looking spaces. Our wide array of innovative 
window furnishings come with superbly built automation 
systems for ease in use and great functionality.
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PRODUCT BRIEF

ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

Installing Vista blinds will reduce the energy consumption in 
your office, making it cost effective. Our blinds are designed 
to draw light deeper into spaces, reducing the need for 
artificial light. 

Also, they are designed to reduce solar heat in summers, 
helping maintain the cooling from air conditioners. In winters, 
they reduce the loss of heat, maintaining the warmth inside, 
reducing the need for heating systems.

Our Cellular blinds provide the maximum energy efficiency, 
because of their insulation properties. These beauties have a 
honeycomb structure that traps in air, maintaining the room 
temperature. 

Blackout blinds too reduce the amount of heat transferred via 
your windows to the rooms, enabling you to use your heating 
and cooling systems more efficiently and save on energy and 
bills.
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PRODUCT BRIEF

ENHANCED LIGHTING 

With the sun rising and setting, you can control the natural 
light in your space by adjusting the blind according to the 
situation and it's needs. These blinds diffuse and disperse the 
sunlight, drawing it deeper 
in your space. 

Our huge variety of blinds treat the natural light differently. 
Some blinds turn harsh light from the window to soft ambient 
light, some offer a dramatic lighting to further beautify your 
floors and indoors, while some let light flood in. 

Control light by lowering or raising the Cellular and Roller 
blinds, or by adjusting slats or fabrics of others. Our specially 
designed fabrics harness, control, filter, and reflect light in 
subtle intriguing ways. 

By enhancing the natural light, our blinds reduce the need of 
artificial light during daytime. Vista blinds also help prevent 
the annoying glare from blazing sun.
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PRODUCT BRIEF

PROTECTED PRIVACY 

With the sun rising up and setting down, you can control 
the natural light in your space by adjusting the blind 
according to your mood and needs. These blinds diffuse 
and disperse the sunlight, drawing it deeper in your 
work-space areas. 

Our huge variety of blinds treat the natural light 
differently. Some blinds turn harsh light from the window 
to soft ambient light, some offer a dramatic lighting to 
further beautify your floors and indoors, and some let light 
directly in.

Control light by lowering or raising the cellular, roman and 
roller blinds, or by adjusting slats or fabrics of others. Our 
specially designed fabrics harness, control, filter, and 
reflect light in subtle intriguing ways. By enhancing the 
natural light, our blinds reduce the need of artificial light 
during daytime. Vista blinds also help prevent the 
annoying glare from blazing sun.
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PRODUCT BRIEF

INSPIRED OFFICES 

Vista is here to meet the taste and expectations of you, the 
discerning customers, seeking the best in design. 
You and your elite choices have led us into coming 
up with beautiful, design inspired window dressings, 
made with thoughtfully curated fabrics and finest 
construction. 

Our huge array of window blinds are going to act as beautiful 
backdrops for different spaces at your office. By investing in 
us, you will be investing in the quality and beauty of our best 
in class products, engineered 
with industry leading innovation.
 

Receiving inspiration from your aspirations, we have mastered 
the art of dressing your office windows with superior, 
exquisite, professional looking and highly functional window 
dressings, keeping in mind your 
needs for each individual space. You inspire us to 
be highly committed to our work, just the way you 
are to your's.
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PRODUCT BRIEF

RECEPTION LOBBIES 

Your reception area says a lot about your business and is the 
very first thing clients, special guests, and even prospective 
employees will see. You need to ensure that this space is 
warm and welcoming, comfortable and practical, for your 
visitors to leave with a good feeling about the company. 

The blinds we would suggest for the reception at your office 
are Roller, Vertical, Cellular and Zebra. Vista Roller blinds, 
apart from offering a simple yet stylish and attractive look,  
also offer ease of operation, low maintenance and durability, 
while also making the space feel very comfortable. Their huge 
fabric collection and design options enable you to choose the 
best that goes perfectly with the reception's decor. 

Vertical blinds are a great pick too because of the stylish yet 
professional sophisticated look their vertical slats offer. 
Available in an array of colors and fabrics, these too provide a 
lot of styling options to match the decor. They prevent glare, 
protect from outside heat, and enable you to regulate light and 
privacy. You can also go for the modern and trendy Vista 
Zebra blinds because they make the space look artistic and 
feel warm and cozy by turning harsh light into soft ambient 
light. Also, you can position them as required for creating 
patterns. 

Our contemporary looking cellular blinds, are another good 
choice because their neat, crisp clean pleats make them look 
very smart, while their energy efficient construction maintains 
the room's temperature. Gently diffusing and dispersing light, 
they will give your reception area an ambience and character.
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RECEPTION LOBBIES INSPIRATION  
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PRODUCT BRIEF

PERIPHERY CORRIDORS 

The periphery corridors at your workplace are silent 
walkways, crossing many rooms to move from one place to 
other. They have that immense power to support your hectic 
schedules by just providing you a little corner of peace from 
movement. 

Corridors are silent but we can make them speak sweet with 
appropriate decor and furnishings. They need 
to be very sober yet smart, and calm, relaxing, well 
illuminated. Blinds we would recommend for this space are 
the Roller, Zebra and Vertical blinds. Our blinds 
also come with the option of motorization for additional 
convenience.

Vertical blinds are a pick of majority of offices because of 
their professional yet smart look and great functionality. They 
will offer maximum light control, while giving your corridors a 
very soothing and comfortable ambience. 

Our Roller blinds are also another great pick because with 
their super clean organised look they will help employees 
unwind. The Sheer blinds we offer are perfect for that 
comforting and soothing soft ambient lighting. Adding an 
artistic touch to the space, they will create beautiful yet subtle 
patterns with their horizontal slats, while also keep your 
corridors clean by restricting dust from outside.
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PERIPHERY CORRIDORS INSPIRATION  
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PRODUCT BRIEF

WORKSTATION AREA 

This particular section in the office is characterized by 
minimal separation among employee workspace, which 
creates an ambience in which you can do your work in your 
own privacy, without getting disturbed by anyone. A smart 
versatile workstation speaks a lot about the personality of your 
office and company. 

While it brings a sense of comfort and cozy to the employees, 
it also conveys a lot about your managing system. This space 
should be lively, vibrant and 
inspiring to improve the efficiency and productivity 
of the workers. Vista Roller and Aluminium Venetian blinds 
could be installed in your office workstation 
for the same. 

Our Roller blinds, owing to their compact look, would add 
more room to the workstation area. Also their incredibly huge 
variety of fabrics, patterns, colors 
would enable you to choose the most lively and vibrant, yet 
professional style for this space. Their easy operation and 
maintenance is another win-win. 

These give off a very smart vibe to the room, and this makes 
them ideal for this area that will define the company's 
personality. Aluminium Venetians feature sleek slim 
aluminium slats providing the space an uncluttered 
appearance. They too come in a lot of hues and finishes, 
enabling you to mix and match with the decor for an inspiring 
vibrant look. 
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WORKSTATION AREA INSPIRATION  
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PRODUCT BRIEF

MEETING ROOMS 

To make the meetings creative and effective, it is important to 
take care of the needs of people attending them. Your meeting 
rooms must empower them to get the most out of their time 
spent there. These must be calm 
to promote productivity and relaxation, and cheerful 
to stimulate creativity, discussion and teamwork. 

While you need natural light to make employees alert and 
focussed and uplift their mood to improve their work 
performance, you can still not leave windows open for it 
because of the increased need of privacy during meetings. 
Meet the needs of this space with Vista Roller and Vertical 
blinds. 

With the Vista Vertical blinds, regulate privacy and 
light simultaneously in your meeting room, while also 
blocking that distracting glare from the sun. Owing to their 
availibility in variety of fabrics and colors, you have the 
option of choosing the one perfect for your needs and this 
space. 

Made with a single strip of fabric, our Roller blinds 
too are an amazing option for meeting room windows because 
of their great versatility and functionality. 
Light coloured or sheer fabric Roller blinds would also work 
well for this room, by balancing light and privacy. Not only do  
they offer a super clean and classic look, but also are super 
easy to operate and maintain.
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MEETING ROOMS INSPIRATION  
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PRODUCT BRIEF

BOARD ROOMS 

A well equipped and comfortable, functional, professional and 
smart boardroom will not only 
impress your clients and esteemed guests, but also 
make your big project discussion meetings effective. 
Company discussions with the board of directors will also be 
smooth in a boardroom with enhanced privacy and reduction 
in external distractions. 

Consider installing blinds with automations to 
make your boardroom more functional. Dress your 
boardroom windows with our motorized Roller, S.Contour, 
Zebra and Cellular blinds. These motorised blinds will let you 
control the light setting hasslefree from the comfort of your 
seat. Our blinds will also provide you voice control benefits, 
further enhancing your privacy. 

Offering the sophisticated flair you would need for this room 
and apart from adding extra convenience, our flexible 
motorized Roller blinds will assist with control 
of privacy, solar heat gain and glare. The trendy and 
functional motorized S.Contour blinds will add simple 
elegance to this space, with no chords running through their 
fabric, while enabling you to control the natural light and 
privacy according to the situation. 

Our modern & stylish motorized Zebra blinds too will 
let you adjust the position to your desired privacy and light 
setting from the comfort of your seat. Perfect for the trending 
minimalist look, Vista Cellular blinds will insulate the 
boardroom making it comfortable, while softly diffusing light.
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BOARD ROOMS INSPIRATION  
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PRODUCT BRIEF

MANAGER CUBICLES 

Designed to provide an extra level of privacy and 
functionality,  this partially enclosed office workspace offers 
the comfort, space, and storage needed for managers, 
supervisors and team leaders. 

Isolating them from sights and noises of a completely open 
workspace enables them to focus, making them more 
productive. But, large windows enabling bright light and glare 
to enter in might still reduce their productivity with eye strain 
and headaches. 
Our Zebra, Vertical and Roller Screen blinds are a pleasant 
solution for dressing these cabins. 

Vista Zebra blinds will work great for these individual cabins, 
because they will enable you to regulate light, privacy and 
view, and because their colours can be specifically matched to 
the design aesthetic of these rooms. The super durable and 
easy to maintain 
Vertical blinds will amp up the interior of your cubicle with 
their classic look, while adding additional privacy and light 
and air control. 

They are also great at blocking out that glare from the blazing 
sun, enabling you to see your screen without having to strain 
your eyes. Vista Roller screen blinds 
are also a superior window treatment, owing to their amazing 
versatility, functionality and impeccable ease 
in use. Not only will they offer a view-through for 
rejuvenation, but also reduce glare and heat due of the weave 
of the screen fabric.
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MANAGER CUBICLES  INSPIRATION  
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PRODUCT BRIEF

PERSONAL CABINS 

The Personal Cabins or director's cabins need to be royal yet 
soft, formal yet giving a bit of an informal texture for the 
unofficial guests. They also need to be comfortable, well 
illuminated, with enhanced privacy because the directors 
have to deal with confidential meetings too. 

This space adds weight, influence, and respect to this group 
in the eyes of employees and visitors to the office. Dress it's 
windows with Vista Vertical, Roller, S.Contour and Cellular 
Top Down Bottom Up blinds. 

If your personal cabin has windows opening to the roadside, 
then dress them with our Vertical blinds because they would 
serve you with an impeccable privacy and light and air 
control, while adding a 
stylish yet subdued aesthetic to the decor of your cabin. 
Our stylish Roller blinds will give the room a very clean and 
uncluttered look. Their availability in a vast range of colors, 
patterns and fabrics makes them perfect for matching the style 
of your decor with. 

They are the most easy to operate, and can 
conveniently be positioned for the required privacy, lighting 
and view. The S.Contour blinds provide stunning usability. 
Their fabrics move in alignments 
to offer a flexible light and privacy control. Our contemporary 
looking Cellular Top Down Bottom Up blinds will also work 
great for this room, because of 
their insulation properties and their adeptness in controling 
and regulating the incoming light.
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PERSONAL CABINS INSPIRATION  
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PRODUCT BRIEF

EXECUTIVE CABINS 

These small private rooms within a larger office are for the 
top management of different departments, for their tasks 
require confidentiality and concentration. These cabins 
need an enhanced privacy and lighting while being 
energetic and brimming with life. 

They also need to be designed to exude class and 
functionality. Dress the windows of these executive cabins 
with our classy Panel Vertical, Wooden, Cellular, Zebra 
and S.Contour blinds.

The classy Panel blinds, a contemporary 
alternative to the vertical blinds are easy to coordinate 
with any decor style and give a simple, clean, uniform 
appearance. The super sturdy Vista Wooden blinds come 
in natural styles and have eye catching colors, bringing 
warmth to the decor and giving you an awesome feeling of 
nature blended in your work space. 

Our Cellular blinds will give the cabin a modern 
minimalistic look, while gently filtering light to give the 
room a character and charm. Maintaining temperature in 
the room, they will reduce energy consumption too. Vista 
Sheer Dimout blinds will enable you to control light, while 
adding an artistic touch to the cabin, making it look 
interesting. 
The S.Contour blinds also offer a flexible light and privacy 
control, while adding an elegant, trendy 
look to your cabin. 
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EXECUTIVE CABINS INSPIRATION  
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PRODUCT BRIEF

TRAINING ROOMS 

The training room at your office, offering all the features of a 
conventional classroom is ideally suitable for conferences, 
training sessions and seminars with larger groups. To make 
the training effective, you need an environment conducive for 
learning, where the trainer and trainees are able to feel 
comfortable and focus. 

The right kind of setup for this space also includes installing 
the right kind of window treatments for the right kind of 
backdrop, ambience and lighting. Our Vertical and 
Aluminium Venetian blinds would be the best pick for this 
room. 

The Vertical blinds offer a superior light and air control with 
their adjustible vertical slats, creating a comfortable 
ambience that will keep the mood and minds of your trainees 
fresh. Deflecting light, they also avoid unsightly 
uncomfortable glares, making it easy for them to work 
on their screens. 

The sleek and smart Aluminium Venetians are a sturdy and 
easiest to maintain option for these rooms where the trainees 
will change every so often and hence might be a little careless 
while using them.  
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PRODUCT BRIEF

CAFETERIA’S 

Some of the best insights and discussions come from the 
cafeteria discussions. Hence, the dining facility 
at office has become the hub of organisations, and 
is being used strategically to impact the company's 
corporate culture and productivity. 

Workers need this space to find respite and recharge, so 
the corporate cafes these days generally have the feel of 
an upscale bistro.  Add comfort and a piece of home to 
your office cafeteria with Vista Sheer, Ailantro and 
Printed Roller blinds. 

Vista Sheer blinds integrate the functions of Venetian and 
Roller blinds, allowing you to adjust light without any 
hassle. Install these to regulate light according to the 
mood of the crowd at your office cafe. Our Printed Roller 
blinds, available in over 70 prints are also a smart choice 
for office cafes. 

Their colour and style can be curated for a beautiful, 
friendly and cheery look. Their easy maintainence too 
makes them ideal for these busy cafeterias because they 
can easily get stained and dirty there. Just dry wipe, and 
you are done with cleaning them. Vista Ailantro or 
wooden blinds are another great pick because not only 
they give an ambience and charm to the place, but also 
are super sturdy 
and durable.
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PRODUCT BRIEF

PARKING AND OUTDOORS 

Through the provision of a high quality parking, companies 
ensure their people have a safe secure space to park their 
vehicles hasslefree, without having to worry about them. 
These parking spaces need to be really convenient and well 
lit. 

Since lighting the office parking needs to be done while 
taking care of the maintenance costs, and while avoiding 
direct harsh sunlight and it's damaging effects, we bring you 
smart and functional Commercial Awnings, Canopies, garden 
umbrellas and pergolas. 

We have a great variety of awnings featuring different 
mechanisms such as dutch, horizon and carlton. These 
awnings are a versatile addition to the exterior of buildings, 
helping in providing shade and protection from rain, and 
acting as a cost effective safe guard  for watchmen, postal 
service visitors and cars. 

Vista offers awnings in high quality, strong and durable 
fabrics in multiple shades.  We also offer Canopies of varying 
colors and sizes. You could go for our Commercial Canopies 
for creating a cool shade for the smoking area outside office, 
for when your employees 
go for a smoke break, they don't return to work drained.
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PRODUCT BRIEF

FLOORING SOLUTIONS FOR 
LOW FOOTFALL 

Nothing will have an impact on the look and feel of an 
office space like the choice of flooring. A commercial office 
space requires a certain look and feel that reflects what 
goes on inside the building. Not only does flooring 
contribute to a room’s aesthetic, but also its functionality 
and level of comfort.

Checkout our newest flooring ideas for your private areas 
or low footfall areas in your office. Whether your looking for 
modern luxury wood finishes or vintage rustic wood look, 
we have ideas for any type of space. 

Our floors are affordable and rich in quality. Choose from a 
wide range of 8mm laminate flooring products that includes 
Vista-Solido and Vista-Premium designed to withstand the 
movement of light office traffic. This is often a good choice 
for businesses seeking a low-cost, low-maintenance flooring 
solution for moderate traffic locations.
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PRODUCT BRIEF

HIGH TRAFFIC FLOORING 
SOLUTIONS 

Discover design flexibility and superior performance with 
our fantastic laminate products from Vista Fashion Flooring 
and bring the authentic beauty of wood to life in 
commercial interiors. 

Within the industry, our laminate collections offer the most 
variation in wood species and the broadest offering of visuals 
with numerous plank sizes in a variety of unique finishes, 
from popular reclaimed, rustic, and traditional designs to 
stylish high-gloss treatments. 

The best flooring for office chairs that we recommend is 
12mm Laminate range or our high-end superior 14mm 
engineered flooring. Advanced technologies and 
manufacturing techniques create realistic detail, texture, 
depth, and variation, with each plank accentuated by 
micro-beveled ends and edges.

These products offer a great value for commercial floor 
options that are easy to install and is now offered in a click-
lock installation. Save time and money when you buy Vista-
Flooring products that are both extremely durable and 
perfectly fashionable for your office space.
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SHADECARD REVIEWS

BOOK AN APPOINTMENT 
TO EXPERIENCE SHADES

Based on the order size, to guide you with our products on 
your demand, we offer sending you a service personnel with 
our range of shade cards, product catalogues, and color 
guides. Experience our shade cards in the comfort of your 
space, and make well informed choices for installing our 
products in it. 

If you are on the hunt for new window dressings, or looking 
forward to changing the old, straightaway call for us and we 
will make it less overwhelming for you every step of the way, 
while ensuring that your every purpose is solved with the 
products we help you choose.

To arrange an appointment for shade-cards view, 
please call:

+91-9560 5566 55
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DESIGN CONSULTANCY

CONSULT OUR EMPANELED 
INTERIOR DESIGNERS 

Vista has on it's panel a list of interior decorators, who are 
well adept with the art and science of enhancing interiors. 
At Vista, these space designers not only keep you well 
informed, but also sync in with your ideas to deliver the best 
advice. 

These designers offer you a wealth of product and design 
knowledge to help you zero-in on the ones that are best suited 
for every space at your office, keeping in mind the theme and 
individual specific needs of each space. Connect with these 
design professionals to make the best choices for your office.

To arrange an appointment for an interior designer, 
please call:

+91-9560 5566 55
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